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Email: thegossip@northnewington.info

Horton Hospital under threat again.
This is the fourth occasion since 1976 that the Horton, our local hospital, has been threatened with a major
and drastic reconfiguration. It could be reduced to an outpatient service with beds only for the elderly.
Maternity, Pediatric, Inpatients and consultant lead Accident and Emergency are all suspect. Maternity
services could be reduced to a mid-wife unit only with no local consultant cover and that may happen in a
month’s time. Oxford University Hospital Trust justifies this on grounds of patient safety. In fact patient
safety will be jeopardized. Local GP’s have been mis-reported by the Oxford Trust and are in fact
desperately concerned that the Trust’s plans could decimate local medical care both at primary and
secondary levels. We can accept that changes occur in response to local need, advances in medicine and
availability of provision. We need an honest discussion between all the affected parties to find a sensible
way forward. We need openness and honesty and not the current distortion and misreporting.
Keep The Horton Local campaign is fighting this. There is publicity in the Banbury Guardian, the Oxford
Tines, Southern TV news, Radio Oxford and Radio Horton. There is website and facebook coverage.
Protest meetings have already been organized, many more will occur.
Get in touch and take part. This really concerns us and our families. Just Google ‘Keep The Horton
General’.
Roger Shapley 18.8.16

Compost Corner

September is generally thought of as harvest month in the garden, but it is still
worthwhile risking a sowing of late lettuce or salad leaves for later picking, especially if
you can cover with clotches in the event of an early frost. A sowing of winter type
radish will add a bit of crunch to a winter salad.
Swedes and turnips can also be sown now and should provide edible roots early next year. Sow thickly
and then single out to 6 inches apart in late October. The thinnings, including leaves, can be eaten as
tasty autumn greens.
Spring cabbage plants should be ready for planting out. If not home grown from seed, plants will be
available on market stalls or in garden centres.
Onions should be lifted and thoroughly dried until the skins are crisp. Store in a dry frost-free place either
strung together and hung or in a pair of old tights to be cut out as required.
Cut back lavender. After removing all dead flower heads, using garden shears, cut down to desired height
to reshape the plant. Do not cut below the new growth level, i.e. retain some silver/grey leaf, as recovery
will not take place from bare stems.
Prepared hyacinth bulbs for the house can be started by planting up into bowls of damp compost. Three
or four to a bowl with their tops protruding by one third of the bulb height. Place in a dark cool place,
with a brown paper bag over the bowl. Remove the bag when the new shoots are 1.5cm in length.
Gradually introduce to light/warmth. Try to prevent tall floppy growth by avoiding too bright a light and
over warmth.
Prepare half hardy garden plants for overwintering in the greenhouse i.e. geraniums, fuchsias and other
soft growth plants as well as all your cuttings which by now should be well enough rooted to be re-potted
into individual pots.
Alan Craven
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Julian’s Jokes

I went out and bought Prince's greatest hits.
Annoyingly it cost £25, but when I got home I partied like it was £19.99.
…………………………………
News: ‘Boy George’s reptile bites 5 people in one day.’
He needs a calmer chameleon.
…………………………………………………………………………………….
I passed a cafe advertising "breakfast at any time" the other day.
So I went in and ordered French toast during the Renaissance.
……………………………………………
Autocorrect walked into a bar... and the batman said "why the log fence?"
…………………………………………………………………………………………
A chap on a tractor drove past me shouting, “The end of the world is nigh!!”
I think it was Farmer Geddon.

Volunteer for Oxfordshire’s Water-Blitz
Volunteers needed for one day only! Schools, local groups and individuals are invited to take part
in the countywide water blitz. Check the water quality of your local stream, pond, ditch or river and
help build a water quality picture for Oxfordshire. For your free sampling pack register today by
emailing hilary@wildoxfordshire.org.uk and join in on 3rd October. EarthWatch have volunteered
to handle the data and map all results on their global water-hub with the resulting data available to
everyone involved.
FREE fortnightly Environmental Email Bulletin
For the latest conservation news, evening talks, or an afternoon of volunteering, plus jobs and
training SIGN UP to Wild Oxfordshire's email bulletin. Just click on their website
www.wildoxfordshire.org.uk
Clare Mowbray
From the VIG flower tubplanting team… a huge
thank you to everyone in
the village who has been watering and
looking after their flower tubs, we really
appreciate it as we reckon they all look
great this year. Thanks so much.

A very warm ‘North Newington’ welcome to:The Wild Family, Carol, Neil, Anna, Noah,
Dorothy & Rose who have recently moved into
the old Roebuck.
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THE VIG SCREEN

At Bishop Carpenter School, Doors open 7pm (£3.50 raffle admission)
Film starts 7.30pm
You are welcome to bring your own drinks and popcorn!

16th September - Brooklyn
An Irish immigrant lands in 1950s Brooklyn, where she quickly falls into a
romance with a local. When her past catches up with her, however, she must
choose between two countries and the lives that exist within.
Want to borrow one of our previously shown DVD’s for a film night at home? We have the
following DVD’s available, please contact John Tasker: John@Tasker.org.uk tel: 01295 730531

How to contact us……
Parish Council – northnewingtonparishcouncil@gmail.com Parish Clerk – Elaine Boswell Tel: 738803
Village newsletter – thegossip@northnewington.info Editors Elaine Boswell Tel: 738803 & Luci Jordan Tel: 730928
Village facebook page – www.facebook.com/northnewington Village website – northnewington.wordpress.com
Luci Jordan Tel: 730928

Babysitters - Live in North Newington: - Emily Howarth- 01295 738560 Esme Davidson – 01295 738247
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The Editors reserve the right to make any alterations to your contributions for the gossip for publishing purposes and accept no
responsibility for any omissions or their consequences.
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Blokes Book Club - 8/8/16

As is our wont in August, thinking most would be away on holiday, we pitched up ready to present our
personal reads. As the law of sod would have it there were six of us, more than usual, so there’s six
offerings this month.
Web by John Wyndham. A Sci-Fi novel written in the late sixties but not published till 1979, ten
years after the author’s death. It concerns a couple who move to a remote and uninhabited Pacific
island in search of Utopia; uninhabited because it was used for nuclear testing. However the
dispossessed locals have put a curse on it and it’s now over-run by poisonous spiders. Factually
interesting stuff alongside a search for life’s meaning.
And the Mountains Echoed by Khaled Hosseini. His third novel written in 2013. He also wrote The
Kite Runner a deeply moving account of a family in Afghanistan. This book looks at family
relationships through the eyes of the children from a disrupted family in Afghanistan. Strong stuff
looking at family values, loyalties and the power of kinship.
At Home; A Short History of Private Life. By Bill Bryson. Written in 2013. Bryson lives in an old
vicarage and wanders through all the rooms reflecting and digressing on what the rooms were used
for and wandering off into all sorts of quirky and fascinating historical byways. Great stuff for
Bryson fans; amusing, interesting and well put together.
Rough Music by Patrick Gale. Written in 2003, this book relates the history of a family holiday in
Cornwall and recapitulates a similar holiday spent thirty years previously in the same house. All the
members of the family have their individual characteristics, strengths, weaknesses, convictions and
prejudices. The book‘s strength lies in revealing these unsparingly but in an amusing and finally
reconciling manner. Highly recommended.
Long Earth Series. The Long Cosmos. Five books by Stephen Baxter and Terry Pratchett.
These two unlikely collaborators decided to share this series.
The last one was published in 2016 well after Pratchett was diagnosed with dementia. Pratchett was
a fantasy sci-fi writer and Baxter a more strictly scientific writer of speculation. These books
concern people living in a parallel universe without exposure to, or dependence on things like food or
earth. Relationships and their development in these differing contexts are an important aspect of
these books. Probably better read in order of writing. For enthusiasts a must and for those putting a
toe in a good place to start.
Lights out in Wonderland by DBC Pierre. 2013. DBC refers to dirty but clean, a refection on a
chequered life. He won the Booker Prize in 2003 for Vernon Godlittle, only the third Australian to do
so. Born in Australia, he spent most of his life in Mexico and now lives in Ireland.
The book concerns Gabriel Brockwell who’s on a mission to kill himself because of his despair with the
world’s financial and social systems. His plan is foiled because despite his best efforts he continues
to make money. Massively recommended by the critics, uproarious, scabrous, floods of invective but
such a difficult read because of the discontinuity and density of the text. Just the job for degree
students but it left us a bit…
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Good luck.
Roger Shapley 18.8.16
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BACK THIS YEAR BY POPULAR
DEMAND!

'HAR-FEST'
September 10th
Bishop Carpenter School
AND THE CATAGORIES ARE………

Vegetables and flowers
Open to all age groups

potatoes, 3 Beetroots (without tops) and 3 onions staged in a seed tray (any variety of
vegetables)
2) 3 long carrots all trimmed - 'A perfect bunch’
3) A collection of Runner beans, Broad beans and peas (5 of each)
4) A bunch of trimmed onions (any variety)
5) A bunch of Sweet peas (any variety)
6) 1 cacti
7) 1 hanging basket display (under 1’ in diameter)
8) 6 eating apples (any variety)
9 “5 a day” - Vegetables and/or fruit for a summer much, as picked. (5 different kinds)
10) ‘The perfect pair’ 2 pears (any variety).

1) 3

Craft & Cake section
Children’s categories – open to all ages
1) Your own potato painting (potatoe stamps)
2) A painting done with your hands
3) A ‘Self portrait’ – any medium
4) An edible necklace
5) 6 cup cakes in honour of the Olympic Games
6) 6 Brownies
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HAR-FEST CONT’D..

Craft & Cake section
Adult categories
1) A hand knitted garment
2) A drawing in any medium
3) A painting in any medium
4) A jar of any jam (450g)
5) Most delicious chocolate cake (to be judged mainly on
taste!)

The photo Competition ….

For children under 16 and adults 16 and over, the
categories are; 1) Your village
2) A subject beginning with ‘B'
3) Pets
4) Your best ‘selfie’

To enter any category please write your name and the category number
clearly on a small piece of paper, so the judges know which item is yours.
Then on the day come to the School and place your item on the appropriate
table (all will be labeled) with your piece of paper. It’s that simple!
The School will be open from 10am until 11am. Then closed for judging until 11.45pm
Then the School will re open at 11.45pm and Rosettes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd will be
placed on the winning entries. Tea, coffee and soft drinks will be available. All
welcome, even if you haven’t entered the competition then do still come along and admire
the entries.
The judge’s decision is final.
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